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McHale described Artie as a "nerd" who loves the glee club wholeheartedly and uses it as a form of escapism.
In the third season, Artie, then a junior, directs the school musical and a television special featuring the glee
club for the local PBS station. He also directs Grease along with Finn Hudson during his senior year. He gets
accepted into a film school in New York. He later starts dating Kitty, who encourages him to keep their affair
secret. But later, she reveals it to the Glee Club as she is sure about her love for him. Though he is the primary
candidate for being the valedictorian, he loses it to Blaine as a result of his sacrifice for Tina. He goes to New
York after his graduation and joins Film School. He later is tested positive for chlamydia. He returns to Lima
in season six to help Brittany and Santana plan their wedding. In the series finale, they are dating once again.
McHale joined Glee from a dance background, and found it challenging to adapt to using a wheelchair, [8] but
was able to utilize his dancing ability in the episode " Dream On ", in which Artie dances in a shopping mall
during a fantasy flash mob sequence. She first appears in the third-season episode " Saturday Night Glee-ver "
as a new featured singer in Vocal Adrenaline who is a fan of both Mercedes and Kurt despite being a
competition rival. Wade is a young trans woman , who wants to perform in competition as Unique but she
lacks the confidence, until Mercedes and Kurt persuade her. Unique is dismayed by the publicity and pressure,
but after a pep talk from Kurt and Mercedes, performs and wins the MVP award at Nationals competition,
though Vocal Adrenaline comes in second to New Directions. In season four, she transfers to McKinley where
she becomes a part of the New Directions. She develops a crush on Ryder, but is too afraid to demonstrate it,
so she makes a fake account to get close to him. At the end of the fourth season, Ryder finds out that Unique
has been behind the fake account and he tells her that he will never speak to her ever again. Although, she has
felt more confident about herself since she joined the New Directions, she still struggles with others accepting
her. She, along with some of the other members of New Directions transfer to other schools when the Glee
Club is disbanded. Unique returns during the sixth season to help and support Coach Beiste with his decision
to go through with a sex reassignment surgery. A possibility for his eventual character was described during a
Project episode as "the lovechild of Kurt and Mercedes". She begins presenting as a girl in that episode during
school hours, despite the pressure she experiences from classmates to appear in male attire. Though some staff
or students at McKinley do not recognize Unique for the woman she is, others are more accepting. In the fifth
episode, " The Role You Were Born to Play ", she tries out for and is cast in the female role of Rizzo for the
school musical, Grease , but Sue Sylvester informs her parents in the following episode, " Glease ", and they
pull her from the show. Later in the season starting from the episode " Feud " , she chats with her crush Ryder
Lynn Blake Jenner as a blonde girl named Katie to create a connection between them. In the last episode of the
season - " All or Nothing ", Ryder finds out that Unique is actually Katie and because of that leaves the glee
club. She is later transferred to another school by Sue Sylvester as she wants to remove all the remaining
members of Glee Club in the school. Unique returns in Season 6 to support Coach Beiste after his Transgender
operation and she is seen in the last performance briefly on stage with Ryder and Joe. Blaine Anderson Blaine
Devon Anderson Darren Criss is a recurring character in season 2 and a main character in seasons The
character is a love interest for Kurt , though in the episode " Blame It on the Alcohol ", he and Rachel have a
brief fling, resulting in Blaine reasserting his identity as gay. Murphy stated, "Darren has a major, major arc
The two have their first sexual experience in the episode " The First Time ". Blaine is injured during a
confrontation between New Directions and the Warblers, and has eye surgery to repair the damage. At the
beginning of his senior year, Blaine becomes the lead singer of New Directions and successfully prompts Kurt
to follow his New York City dreams. He becomes best friends with Sam, developing a minor crush on him
that he later overcomes and which Sam finds somewhat flattering. Tina harbors a crush on Blaine, but she
realizes her folly and becomes his friend. He, along with Sam reveal the cheating done by the Warblers and
earn New Directions a slot at Regionals, which they eventually win. He later reconciles with Kurt and
proposes marriage to him, getting help from several other show choirs. After graduation, he moves in with
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Kurt in New York. But later, both of them decide to have their own space for some time and Blaine decides to
share a room with Sam, who has also moved to New York. June takes interest in Blaine and decides to
organize a one-night-only show for Blaine. Blaine wants to involve Kurt in it but she refuses. Blaine lies to
Kurt and tells him that he will also gets to sing a song in the showcase. When Kurt discovers the lie, he is very
upset, but they ultimately reconcile and Kurt decides to support his fiance. Blaine later moves in with Kurt.
Kurt eventually breaks off their engagement because he does not feel ready for marriage. He returns to Lima
and starts coaching the Warblers and he also starts to date Dave Karofsky, which comes as a shock to Kurt
when he realizes he still loves Blaine and goes to Lima to get him back. Blaine later gets trapped in an elevator
with Kurt, as part of a plan of Sue to get them back together, and she demands they kiss each other to get out,
which they eventually do. Blaine later breaks up with Karofsky and gets back together with Kurt. They get
married along with Brittany and Santana. After five years, both are successful actors, and they also give
performances for the LGBT community and teach the students in schools to accept everyone. They are about
to become fathers, with Rachel as their surrogate. She is introduced as the new football coach for the
McKinley High Titans in " Audition ", the premiere episode of season two. She comes to William McKinley
High with an enviable record of coaching successful football teams, and Principal Figgins Iqbal Theba boosts
the football program budget for her by reducing the cheerleading and glee club budgets, which alarms coach
Sue Sylvester Jane Lynch and director Will Schuester Matthew Morrison , respectively, and drives them into a
temporary alliance against her. Beiste is dismayed by their rudeness, but forgives Will when he apologizes and
goes on to develop a friendship with him. Will has the students apologize and earn her forgiveness. She orders
her football team to play the Jets in the show. Although initially convinced by Sue and Roz Washington NeNe
Leakes to leave for her own safety, Beiste later returns home and gives Cooter a second chance, [32] though
she does ultimately leave him and gives him back her wedding ring. Will finds a match for her, Ken Tanaka,
whose job she took over. In the sixth season, after having trouble coming to terms, Beiste comes out as
transgender and although he gets backlash from rival schools, Will, Sam and Unique help him make the
transition from Shannon to Sheldon. He is also seen in the last performance of the show. She knew very little
about the role initially: Rachel Berry Rachel Barbra Berry Lea Michele is the lead character and is a "strong,
driven" member of the glee club, who is misunderstood by her peers. She briefly goes out with his best friend
Puck , [42] and later dates Jesse St. James Jonathan Groff , the lead singer of rival glee club Vocal Adrenaline,
who ultimately betrays her in favor of his club. At the end of season two, they renew their relationship after
Nationals in New York, though Rachel warns Finn she will be returning to New York for good after she
graduates. After graduation, on the day of their wedding, Finn drives her to the train station and announces she
will be going to New York without him. Santana, who has moved to New York and is staying with Rachel and
Kurt, is suspicious of Brody; she initially believes he is a drug dealer, but later discovers he is a male escort,
and gets Finn to come to New York and confront Brody. Brody and Rachel break up. Rachel auditions for
Funny Girl and she gets the role. The two reconcile after they both return to Lima when New Directions is
disbanded by Sue. Funny Girl opening night is a great success, but she later leaves the musical to be in a TV
show. The show is cancelled after a single episode; she gets depressed and returns to Lima and tries to revive
the glee club with the aid of Kurt, who is on leave from NYADA. After a successful season with New
Directions, she asks to be reinstated at NYADA, and ultimately chooses to return despite being offered
another role on Broadway. She also gets back together with Jesse, whom she later marries. In , she becomes a
surrogate mother for Kurt and Blaine, and wins a Tony award, thanking Will for his support. During the fourth
season, Mike visits McKinley from the Joffrey on four occasions: Their relationship continues through the end
of that first year. Tina and Mike Chang are counselors at Asian Camp over the summer, and they fall for each
other; Tina formally breaks off with Artie at the beginning of the second season, and she and Mike are still in
love when the school year ends, the only relationship in the glee club to survive the entire school year, and the
longest unbroken relationship between the members since the club was formed. In the third season, her junior
year and his senior year, she helps Mike when he decides to try out for the school musical and then to apply to
dance school, and tells Rachel and the other girls that she had sex for the first time with Mike over the
summer, losing her virginity. Tina breaks up with Mike over the summer after he graduates. She develops a
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brief obsessive crush on Blaine, but it is later diminished and turns into a close friendship. Sam Evans Sam
Evans Chord Overstreet is a transfer student who joins the football team in season two. Encouraged by Finn to
audition for New Directions, he joins the males of the group in a performance of " Billionaire ", the same song
with which Overstreet studio tested for Glee. With the connivance of Finn and Rachel, he and Quinn are
partnered for, and win, a duet competition within the group, after which their victory dinner turns into a first
date; the victory later nets them a lead performance at sectionals. This becomes a relationship, but Quinn is
later unfaithful to him, rekindling her romance with Finn. In the episode " Comeback ", Sam makes a
last-ditch attempt to win her back, but ends the relationship after finding out from Santana that Quinn cheated
on him with Finn. At some point after going to junior prom together, Sam and Mercedes start to secretly date.
His family moves to Kentucky over the summer, but Finn and Rachel convince him to come back to New
Directions late that fall in time to compete in Sectionals. Although Mercedes has a new boyfriend, he wants to
get her back. In season four, he develops friendships with Blaine and Brittany, the latter of which becomes a
romantic relationship. Eventually the deception is revealed, and Quinn decides to give the baby away. She
begins a relationship with Sam Evans Chord Overstreet in " Duets " but is later unfaithful to him, rekindling
her romance with Finn. Quinn and Finn get back together, though eventually Finn realizes his true feelings for
Rachel, and breaks up with Quinn. During the summer between seasons two and three, Quinn undergoes a
transformation: Shelby resigns and leaves McKinley. Quinn subsequently receives a college acceptance letter
from Yale. She is eventually able to walk again, and even to dance in performance with the glee club.
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Scenes of the Early s on Great Cranberry Island Click on the small photos to see an enlarged view. Then click
browser "Back" to get back to the small photos. All these photos have been downsampled for web use. I have
better versions available for research. The map legend below shows by photo number my best guess as to
where the photographers stood and which direction they faced as they took the following photos. Click on the
small image to see an expanded view. Photo 1 Photo courtesy of Barbara Spurling Brooks. She says it is
Spurling Point in the background. I suspect the photo was taken from behind the house, looking north. A
farmer is clearly seen in the near background; he seems to be pitching hay either onto a cart, or to a horse or
cow standing before him. The distinctive mountains of MDI are clearly visible in the far background. Photo 2
Photo courtesy of Judy Whitney. The boathouses on the west side of The Pool are obvious. In the far distance
the mountains of MDI. House just behind it owned by Eugene Vance. This is a view south down the Main
Road just after it turns left, coming up from the Town Dock. This is obviously taken standing in a field on
Spurling Point, in other words, near where photo 1 was taken, but looking southeast. In the center we see the
back of what is currently the Stanley Seimer residence, and the dutch-barn roof home on the left is the first
house on the left of the Main Road, currently the Moss residence. There are tremendous trees in front of that
house now. This is the general area where the Hartley and Komusin residences are now. The boathouse is no
longer there. Directly inland east from the boathouse, about feet, the Komusin residence was built in In the
immediate background behind the house we see the thin strip of land leading to the peninsula containing
Thrumcap narrow land jutting off to the right and Fish Point invisible beyond the trees on the left. The far
distance reveals the classic MDI mountain profile. Photo 9 Photo courtesy of Nancy Lea. This photo is
questionable, as to where it was taken from. At least eight structures houses, barns, shacks, and boathouses are
visible on the far shore, and a large house or boathouse, as well as a dock and fenced field evident on the near
shore. The Leas have property on the west side of The Pool. But there is no boathouse, dock, or fenced field
there on the east side now, as in the photo on the near shore. If my guess is correct, it explains why most of the
ships are facing left they are thus headed into The Pool from its entrance on the right, beyond the photo except
the one ship being loaded perhaps with lumber? If you look carefully on the right hand side of the photo I
think you will see the Richman house with the roof half covered in snow. George Vaux has the original and he
dated it at about mostly on the basis of the photo of the Express at the same wharf which was with this photo.
Islesford looks very funny in this photo but the Fish Point house is right where it ought to be. If this is true,
then my original arrow corresponding to photo 9 on the map above is wrong, and it should be drawn starting
on the west side of The Pool and facing northeast, towards Fish Point and Islesford. I have added both arrows
for now, and will investigate the view later. Photo 10 annotated Photo courtesy of Ruth Westphal. View,
looking north, shows many of the houses along the Main Road perspective-collapsed. The house furthest to
the right and towards the back dutch-barn roof is the back of the current Moss residence, the front of which is
in photo 4. The first white house with a peaked dormer to the left of Moss is the front of the current Seimer
residence, the back of which is in photo 4. Click annotated to see the houses labled with their current residents.
Photo 11 Photo courtesy of Trudy Bancroft. Shows a sweeping view north across almost the whole of Great
Cranberry Island. The left side of the photo reveals several boathouses on the west side of The Pool. The
Bubbles of MDI are in the center background.
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Chapter 6 : The 90s - Guess The Song #1: Lets go back to the 90's! - Fan Forum
Guess What?? I gave my CP classes a 50 question test today.. it was amazing! Mrs. Verner added a new photo to the
album: November 21, â€” with Rachael Waldo and Shelbi-Lea Griggs.

Chapter 7 : Washington - Melania Trump: Women Accusing Men Should 'Show The Evidence'
The cast of Mrs. Doubtfire reunited over tea 25 years after the premiere of the hit movie - and no one choked at the table
and no one screamed, "The whole time?!" over and over. Sounds like a successful meet-up, no? Lisa Jakub, who played
Lydia, posted a photo to Instagram of herself with Matthew.
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i guess we either have to wait for mrs chamseddine to put it or reply or either tell her about it tomorrow during social
studies. Reply â†“ By Lea Hydous on 30 October,
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Mason Creek Elementary School; Mrs. Lea Flotz 3rd Grade Teacher Email View All Teachers. About the Teacher I
guess you could say it was a calling.
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